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1. INTRODUCTION

The Web is becoming the largest data repository in the world. How to discover
knowledge in diverse data resources on the Web and benefit Web information
systems is being studied in almost every intelligent information processing
area. Multilingual terminological resources, such as multilingual lexicons or
thesauri, are valuable for conducting academic researches or developing appli-
cations, such as machine translation [Brown et al. 1993; Knight 1997], cross-
language information retrieval (CLIR) [Dumais et al. 1996; Oard and Diekema
1998], or even information exchange in electronic commerce [Silverman et al.
2001]. However, manual lexicography is time-consuming and not cost-effective.
It is worthwhile to automatically construct multilingual lexicons or even the-
sauri via mining the Web content, which consists of huge amounts of multilin-
gual and wide-scoped hypertext resources.

To deal with the above problem, we have proposed a preliminary approach to
extracting translations of Web queries through the mining of Web anchor texts
and link structures [Lu et al. 2001, 2002a]. This novel approach exploits Web
anchor texts as bilingual corpora to alleviate the existing difficulties of cross-
language Web search, and has been proven particularly effective for extracting
multilingual translation equivalents of query terms1 containing proper names
or new terminology. For example, Figure 1 shows a typical example, in which
there are a variety of anchor texts in multiple languages linking to the URL at
http://www.yahoo.com/ from all over the world. Such a bundle of anchor texts
pointing together to the same page is called as an anchor-text set (refer to Sub-
section 3.1). It is not difficult to find some of Yahoo’s regional aliases in this
anchor-text set. In fact, Web anchor-text sets may contain similar description
texts (or concepts) in multiple languages. It is likely that a number of word (or
phrase) translations and synonyms can be extracted from them.

Discovering useful knowledge in Web anchor texts has not been fully ex-
plored. In accordance with our previous experiments, the extracted translation
equivalents might not be reliable when a query term’s corresponding trans-
lations either appear infrequently in the same anchor text sets or even do not
appear together. In addition, the translation process will be inapplicable if there
is a lack of sufficient anchor texts for a particular language pair. Although Web
anchor texts undoubtedly are multilingual resources, not every particular pair
of languages contains sufficient anchor texts. To deal with the above problems,
this paper extends the previous anchor-text-based approach by adding a phase
consisting of indirect translation via an intermediate language. For a query
term which can not be translated, our idea is to translate it into a set of trans-
lation candidates in an intermediate language, and then to seek the most likely

1In our collected query logs, most of the user queries contain only one or two words, so we use query
term, query or term interchangeably in this article.
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Fig. 1. An illustration showing various anchor texts in multiple languages linking to site Yahoo!
from all over the world [Lu et al. 2002a].

translation from the candidates that are translated from the intermediate lan-
guage into the target language. We therefore propose a transitive translation
approach to further exploit anchor text mining for translating Web queries [Lu
et al. 2002b].

To reduce interference from translation errors, the proposed transitive trans-
lation model further integrates a competitive linking algorithm into the process
of determining the most likely translation [Melamed 2000]. The algorithm is
designed based on an approximation of the maximum a posteriori matching for
all considered translation pairs. The overall approach is composed of several
techniques, including anchor text mining, the probabilistic inference model,
the transitive translation model, and the competitive linking algorithm. A se-
ries of experiments has been conducted, including performance tests on term
translation extraction, cross-language information retrieval, and translation
suggestions for practical Web search services, respectively. The obtained exper-
imental results on term translation extraction show that the transitive trans-
lation model is very useful when the considered language pairs lack a suffi-
cient number of anchor texts. In addition, the competitive linking algorithm
is effective in reducing the number of indirect association errors, that is, erro-
neous translations caused by highly relevant source terms. To determine the
performance of the proposed approach when applied to CLIR, we conducted
some experiments on the NCTIR-2 English–Chinese IR task using both CL-
LSI and the probabilistic retrieval model. The proposed approach was found to
be effective in extracting translations of unknown queries, and easy to combine
with the probabilistic retrieval model to improve the retrieval performance. On
the other hand, although the proposed approach cannot be integrated into the
CL-LSI model in a straightforward manner, we found that it could augment
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the translation lexicon and aid the retrieval process. Based on the proposed
approach, an experimental system, called LiveTrans, has been developed for
English–Chinese cross-language Web search.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Translation Extraction and CLIR

Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR), which enables users to query in
one language and retrieve relevant documents written or indexed in another
language, has become an important topic in recent research on information re-
trieval [Ballesteros and Croft 1998]. However, this presents a number of chal-
lenges, especially the problem of query translation. To make query translation
possible, existing IR systems mostly rely on bilingual dictionaries for cross-
lingual retrieval. In these systems, queries submitted in a source language
normally have to be translated into a target language by means of simple dic-
tionary lookup. These techniques are limited in real-world applications since
queries given by users often contain proper nouns that do not exist in general-
purpose bilingual dictionaries. Another popular approach to dealing with query
translation is based on corpus-based techniques. A number of related researches
on natural language processing have used a parallel corpus, containing aligned
sentences whose translation pairs correspond to each other, to extract transla-
tion equivalents [Brown et al. 1993; Dagan et al. 1993; Smadja et al. 1996]. In
addition, an alternative approach using comparable or unrelated text corpora
was presented by Rapp [1999] and Fung et al. [1998].

On the other hand, many research works have been focused on the devel-
opment of cross-language retrieval models to improve retrieval performance.
Some of them were based on probabilistic retrieval models [Xu et al. 2001;
Hiemstra and de Jong 1999; Lavrenko et al. 2002]. For example, Lavrenko
et al. [2002] developed a formal probabilistic model for integrating query ex-
pansion into the relevance estimation of documents. In addition, some other
works were based on cross-language latent semantic indexing (CL-LSI), which
uses the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to discover important asso-
ciative relationships among source query terms and target documents with-
out the need for query translation [Dumais et al. 1996, 1997; Furnas et al.
1988].

Practical cross-language Web search services have not lived up to expecta-
tions, since they suffer from a major bottleneck due to the fact that up-to-date
bilingual lexicons containing the translations of popular query terms such as
proper nouns are lacking [Kwok 2001; Hull and Grefenstette 1996]. Web query
terms are often diverse and dynamic. Only a certain set of the translations of
a query term can be extracted using corpora with limited domains. Different
from previous works, Nie et al. [1999] developed an efficient method for extract-
ing parallel text corpora from bilingual Web sites instantly, based on use of the
Web’s multilingual nature and a wide range of hypertext resources to collect
bilingual corpora. Similar to utilizing parallel texts extracted from the Web,
Resnik et al. [2001] proposed a backoff translation technique that combines
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evidence from dictionary-based and corpus-based approaches, and improves
the coverage and accuracy of translation lexicons.

2.2 Transitive Translation via a Third Language

For CLIR, transitive translation via an extra language might be necessary and
beneficial for query translation if the direct query translation is unreliable or
even unavailable due to the lack of sufficient parallel (comparable) corpora or a
bilingual dictionary. Borin [2000] tried to use various sources of information to
improve the alignment of word translation and proposed the pivot alignment,
which combines direct translation and indirect translation via a third language.
The method increases the recall rate without lowering precision.

In general, using an intermediate language for transitive translation doubles
the number of translations and thus increases the likelihood of translation er-
rors due to incorrect identification of ambiguous words. Gollins and Sanderson
[2001] proposed a feasible approach of translating in parallel across multiple
intermediate languages and fusing the results. Such a technique eliminates
errors and raises the effectiveness of retrieval. In addition, Simard [2000] de-
veloped an approach to exploiting the transitive properties of translations to
improve quality of multilingual text alignment.

2.3 Text Mining

Text mining, also known as text data mining [Hearst 1999], concerns the discov-
ery of knowledge in huge amounts of unstructured textual data. It is a relatively
new research area in data mining in which most researchers have focused on
knowledge discovery in structured databases [Fayyad et al. 1996; Deogun et al.
1997]. Feldman and Dagan [1995] created the Knoweledge Discovery in Texts
(KDT) system, the precursor to the text mining, to find patterns between con-
cept distributions in textual data. A variety of related studies have focused on
different subjects, such as automatic extraction of terms or phrases [Feldman
et al. 1997; Ahonen et al. 1999], the discovery of rules for the extraction of spe-
cific information patterns [Soderland 1997], and ontology construction [Fensel
2001].

On the other hand, some recent works have proposed practical algorithms,
such as HITS [Kleinberg 1998] and PageRank [Brin and Page 1998], for mod-
eling Web topology or exploring authoritative or popular pages in Web search
based on link structures and their related content information [Chakrabarti
et al. 1998]. Amitay and Paris [2001] also applied both hyperlink structures and
the contexts of their associated anchor texts to automatically summarize Web
pages and sites. Unlike the previous researches, we exploit Web anchor texts
and link structures as multilingual corpora to incrementally discover knowl-
edge for extracting multilingual translations of query terms.

3. TRANSLATION EXTRACTION

The proposed transitive translation approach is designed mainly to find ex-
act translation equivalents of query terms via anchor text mining. The overall
approach incorporates several techniques, including anchor text mining, the
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probabilistic inference model, the transitive translation model, and the com-
petitive linking algorithm. In this section, the basic concepts behind the proba-
bilistic inference model and the transitive translation model will be introduced.

3.1 Anchor-Text Set

An anchor text is the descriptive part of an out-link of a Web page to represent
a brief description of the linked Web page. The anchor-text set of a Web page
(or URL) ui is defined as all of the anchor text of the links, that is, ui ’s in-
links, pointing to ui. In general, the anchor-text set records ui ’s alternative
concepts and textual expressions, such as titles and headings, which are cited by
other Web pages. With different preferences, conventions and levels of language
competence, the anchor-text set can be composed of multilingual phrases, short
texts, acronyms, or even ui ’s URL. For a query term appearing in an anchor-
text set,it is likely that its corresponding translations will also appear together.
A collection of anchor-text sets can be considered as composing a comparable
corpus of translated texts, from the viewpoint of translation extraction.

Conventional statistical translation models perform estimation mostly based
on a parallel corpus. These models have a fundamental problem in that they are
not able to efficiently deal with the translation of semantically close or oppo-
site terms in CLIR applications. That is, because semantically close or opposite
terms have a lower chance of occurring together with the source term in the
same sentences; as a result, their translations cannot be extracted through co-
occurrence with the source term in a parallel corpus. A collection of anchor-text
sets can be considered as being composed of a comparable corpus of translated
texts. In accordance with our observations, there is a higher chance of finding
semantically close translations for a source word from anchor-text sets contain-
ing it. The above drawback can be to some degree improved by using anchor-text
sets as the corpus if a proper translation model can be employed.

3.2 Probabilistic Inference

Different from conventional statistical translation models or rule induction
used in data mining, our proposed probabilistic model uses the symmetric sim-
ilarity estimation functionP (s ↔ t) to replace the conditional estimation func-
tion P (s → t) and takes into account the significance of the authority of Web
pages linked by other related pages.

To determine the most probable target translation t for source query term
s, we have developed a probabilistic inference model [Wong et al. 1995]. This
model is used to estimate the probability value between a source query and
all the translation candidates that co-occur in the same anchor-text sets. The
estimation assumes that anchor texts linking to the same pages may contain
similar terms with analogous concepts. Therefore, a candidate translation has
a higher chance of being an effective translation if it is written in the target
language and frequently co-occurs with the source query term in the same
anchor-text sets. In addition, in the field of Web research, it has been proven that
link structures can be used effectively to estimate the authority of Webpages
[Kleinberg 1998; Chakrabarti et al. 1998]. Our model further assumes that
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the translation candidates in the anchor-text sets of the pages with higher
authority may be more reliable. The similarity estimation function based on
the probabilistic inference model is defined below:

P (s ↔ t) = P (s ∩ t)
P (s ∪ t)

=
∑n

i=1 P (s ∩ t ∩ ui)∑n
i=1 P ((s ∪ t) ∩ ui)

=
∑n

i=1 P (s ∩ t|ui)P (ui)∑n
i=1 P (s ∪ t|ui)P (ui)

. (1)

The above measure is adopted to estimate the degree of similarity between
source term s and target translation t. The measure is estimated based on
their co-occurrence in the anchor text sets of the concerned Web pages U= {u1,
u2, . . . , un}, in which ui is a page of concern and P (ui) is the probability value
used to measure the authority of page ui. By considering the link structures and
concept space of Web pages, P (ui) is estimated along with the probability of ui
being linked, and its estimation is defined as follows:P (ui) = L(ui)/� j=1,nL(u j ),
where L(u j ) indicates the number of in-links of page u j . This estimation is
simplified from the HITS algorithm [Kleinberg 1998].

In addition, we assume that s and tare independent given ui; then, the joint
probability P (s ∩ t|ui) is equal to the product of P (s|ui) and P (t|ui), and the
similarity measure becomes

P (s ↔ t) ≈
∑n

i=1 P (s|ui)P (t|ui)P (ui)∑n
i=1 [P (s|ui) + P (t|ui) − P (s|ui)P (t|ui)]P (ui)

. (2)

The values of P (s|ui) and P (t|ui) are estimated by calculating the fractions of
the numbers of ui ’s in-links containing s and tover L(ui), respectively. Therefore,
a candidate translation has a higher confidence value for being an effective
translation if it frequently co-occurs with the source term in the anchor-text
sets of the pages having higher authority.

In our previous work, we showed that the link structure and page author-
ity information are useful for improving the translation accuracy [Lu et al.
2002a]. We found that text expressions associated with the links of pages with
higher authority are usually more reliable and professional. This phenomenon
is especially obvious in the case of the Chinese Web, where bilingual pages are
often provided by organizations with higher authority. In fact, using the prob-
abilistic inference model, we found it easier to consider the characteristics of
anchor texts and to integrate the model with other techniques to improve the
translation accuracy. Also, as will be shown in Section 6.2.1, the model could be
integrated with the probabilistic retrieval model to improve the performance of
cross-lingual retrieval, especially for queries with unknown query terms. For
further information about the probabilistic inference model, readers may refer
to our previous works [Lu et al. 2001, 2002a].

3.3 Direct Translation

For each source term, the probabilistic inference model extracts the most prob-
able translation that maximizes the estimation. The estimation process based
on the model was developed to extract term translations through the mining
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of real-world anchor-text sets. The process contains three major computational
modules: anchor-text extraction, term extraction and term translation extrac-
tion. The anchor-text extraction module was constructed to collect pages from
the Web and build up a corpus of anchor-text sets. The coverage and corre-
sponding domains of the collected Web pages U determine the reliability of the
estimation process. In fact, the proposed approach can be extended to the ex-
traction of domain-specific term translations if the module focuses on collecting
domain-specific documents on the Web.

On the other hand, for each given source term s,the term extraction module
extracts key terms as the translation candidate set T from the anchor-text sets
of the pages containing s, that is, ATs. The effectiveness of the adopted term ex-
traction methods greatly affects performance in extracting correct translations.
Three different methods have been tested: the PAT-tree-based, query-set-based
and tagger-based methods [Lu et al. 2002a]. Among them, the query-set-based
method has been strongly recommended because it can avoid some problems
with term segmentation. The method uses a query log in the target language
as the translation vocabulary set Vt to segment key terms in ATs. The pre-
condition for using this method is that the coverage of the query set should
be high. Last, the term translation extraction module extracts the translation
that maximizes the similarity estimation. To reduce the computational cost, the
similarity estimation between source term s and each translation candidate t
is estimated based only on the page set U{s}∪{t} that contains either s or t in ATs
or ATt . To distinguish it from the translation process that uses an intermedi-
ate language, the above process is called direct translation, and the adopted
model will be called the direct translation model hereafter. Meanwhile, we use
function Pdirect in Eq. (3) for the estimation of the direct translation:

Pdirect(s, t) = P (s ↔ t) (3)

The direct translation process is designed to extract the top k most probable
translations as the output. Its major operations are summarized in Algorithm 1
(see Figure 2).

3.4 Transitive Translation

As mentioned above, for those query terms whose corresponding translations
either appear infrequently in the same anchor text sets or do not appear to-
gether, the estimation obtained using Eq. (2) is basically unreliable. To increase
the possibility of translation extraction, especially for source terms whose cor-
responding translations do not co-occur, we add an indirect translation phase
using an intermediate language. For example, as shown in Figure 3, our idea
is to obtain the corresponding target translation “ ” in simplified Chinese by
translating the source term “ ” in traditional Chinese into an intermediate
term “Sony” in English, and then trying to translate “Sony” into a target term
“ ” in simplified Chinese. For both the source query and the target transla-
tion, we assume that their translations in the intermediate language are the
same and can be found.

The above assumption is actually not unrealistic. For example, it is pos-
sible to find the Chinese translation of the name of a Japanese movie star
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for the estimation of direct translation1

Fig. 3. An abstract diagram showing the concepts of direct translation and indirect translation.

by submitting his/her English name to a search engine and browsing the re-
trieved Chinese pages containing the English name. Based on this assumption,
we extend the probabilistic inference model and propose an indirect translation
model as shown in the following formula:

Pindirect(s, t) =
∑

m
P (s ↔ m, m ↔ t)P (m)

≈
∑

m
P (s ↔ m) × P (m ↔ t) × P (m), (4)

where m is one of the top k most probable intermediate translations of s in
the intermediate language, and P (m) is the confidence value of m’s accuracy,
which can be estimated based on m’s probability of occurring in the corpus.
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Fig. 4. An illustration showing the indirect association problem, in which the dashed arrows
indicate possible indirect association errors.

In addition, P (s ↔ m) and P (m ↔ t) are the probability values, which can be
obtained by using the direct translation model and calculated using Eq. (2).

The transitive translation model combines both the direct and indirect trans-
lation models. By combining Eqs. (3) and (4), the transitive translation model
can be defined as follows:

Ptrans(s, t) =
{

Pdirect(s, t), if Pdirect(s, t) > θ

Pindirect(s, t), otherwise,
(5)

where θ is a predefined threshold value. The transitive translation model can be
used to enhance the ability of the proposed approach to deal with the translation
of a language pair when an adequate corpus is lacking. Under this circumstance,
the direct translation process is normally not reliable enough. Via translation
into an intermediate language, the possibility of translation extraction can be
increased. However, the indirect translation process might unavoidably result
in more errors in some cases. For a language pair with an adequate corpus, the
importance of indirect translation in the estimation process can be reduced.

4. ROBUST ESTIMATION USING THE COMPETITIVE LINKING ALGORITHM

4.1 Indirect Association Problem

As mentioned above, the estimation obtained using the proposed models is
not reliable if the translation of the source term appears infrequently in the
same anchor text sets. A so-called indirect association problem might arise
[Melamed 2000]. An illustration in Figure 4 shows this problem. Assume that
t is s′s corresponding translation but appears infrequently with s. An indirect
association error might arise when t1, the translation of s’s highly relevant
term s1, co-occurs often with s. To reduce such translation errors and enhance
the reliability of the estimation, a competitive linking (CL) algorithm that is
extended from Melamed’s work is developed and integrated into the process of
determining the most probable translation [Melamed 2000].

4.2 Concept of CL Algorithm

Let A be a one-to-one mapping between a set of source terms S and a set of
possible target translations T , and let the mapping for a source term to be
associated with a translation be called an assignment. The competitive linking
algorithm determines the most probable translation pairs for the two term
sets. The algorithm can be viewed as a heuristic search for the most likely
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assignment in the space of all possible assignments. For the convenience of
discussion, we use a bipartite graph to show the concept. The bipartite graph
can be defined as G = (S ∪ T, E), in which all the considered source terms and
target translations are vertices (the vertices on one side correspond to unique
source terms, and the vertices on the other side to unique target terms), and
the edges are weighted with the similarity values of the corresponding source
terms and target translations. Let eij = 〈si, t j , wij〉 indicate the edge from the
vertex of source term si to the vertex of target term t j and its weight wij · wij
can be Pdirect(si, t j ) or Pindirect(si, t j ), depending on the model employed.

Let A be the set of all possible assignments between S and T . The CL algo-
rithm is a heuristic search that proceeds using an iterative process of assign-
ment elimination. In the first search iteration, all the assignments that do not
contain the most likely edges (links) are discarded. In the second iteration, all
the assignments that do not contain the second most likely link are discarded,
and so on until only one assignment remains. The algorithm greedily selects
the most likely edges first, and then selects less likely edges only if they do
not conflict with previous selections. The algorithm is based on the one-to-one
assumption: each source term is translated into at most one term.

For the example shown in Figure 4, s, s1 can be taken as source ver-
tices, and t, t1 as target vertices. Based on the one-to-one assumption, the
example conceptually constitutes two possible assignments (graphs), that is,
G1 = ({s, s1}∪{t, t1}, {〈s, t〉, 〈s1, t1〉}), and G2 = ({s, s1}∪{t, t1}, {〈s, t1〉, 〈s1, t〉}). As-
sume that 〈s1, t1〉 is the most likely edge, that is, ws1t1 is the highest weight. In
the first search iteration, assignment G2 is discarded immediately. Therefore,
assignment G1 is the remaining one, and s’s translation is, thus, determined
as t. For the sake of efficiency in implementation, all of the possible graphs can
be merged into one, that is, G3 = ({s, s1} ∪ {t, t1}, {〈s, t〉, 〈s1, t1〉, 〈s, t1〉, 〈s1, t〉}).
The above search process is then modified and re-interpreted as follows. In the
first search iteration, the edge 〈s1, t1〉 whose weight is the highest will be se-
lected, and all other edges linking to either s1 or t1 (i.e., 〈s, t1〉 and 〈s1, t〉) will be
discarded. Therefore, the weights of the remaining edges will be re-estimated
and the second iteration performed. However, in our case, edge 〈s, t〉 is the only
remaining edge after the first iteration, and no further iterations are necessary.

4.3 Problems of Using CL Algorithm

Before the above algorithm can be used in real applications, there are some
problems that need to be further investigated. The CL algorithm is designed
based on an approximation of the maximum a posteriori matching for the term
pairs in S and T . According to Melamed [2000], the employed one–one mapping
assumption is not as restrictive as it may appear. As the experimental results
presented in Section 5.4 will demonstrate, the CL algorithm is effective in re-
ducing the number of indirect association errors and useful in dealing with the
translation of language pairs when an adequate corpus is not available.

On the other hand, the computing time is another possible drawback. Let
a bipartite graph G = (S ∪ T, E) with v = |S ∪ T | and e = |E|; the lowest
currently known upper bound on the computational complexity of this problem
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Fig. 5. Algorithm for bipartite graph construction.

Fig. 6. An illustration showing a bipartite graph generated by using Algorithm 2.

is O(ve + v2 log v). The Web is live, and users’ query terms are dynamic and
huge in number. Although this upper bound is polynomial, it is still too high for
typical Web query sets. To reduce the computation cost, the number of vertices
(the number of considered source terms and translation candidates) should be
limited.

To extract the most likely translation of each given source term, it is not
realistic to consider matching with all of the source terms and their possible
translations in the corpus. We, therefore, develop a method to determine a
proper set of candidate terms for the estimation. Algorithm 2 shown in Figure 5
is a method designed for both direct and indirect translations, in which s’s
translation set T = {t1, . . . , tn} contains only the candidates extracted from ATs,
that is, the anchor-text sets of the pages in U containing s. In addition to source
term s, the source term set contains additional source terms ST = St1 ∪· · ·∪Stn,
which is the union of all translation sets of s’s translation candidates that
appear in Ts. These source terms are assumed to be likely to cause indirect
associations and should be included when constructing a bipartite graph for
further estimation. Following the previous example, Figure 6 shows an example
graph that might be generated using Algorithm 2.
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Fig. 7. Algorithm for the estimation of direct translation using the CL algorithm.

4.4 Integration with the CL Algorithm

The CL algorithm can be implemented based on the bipartite graph constructed
by Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 shown in Figure 7, which is an extension of Algo-
rithm 1, describes the operations for estimating direct translation using the CL
algorithm. Note that the algorithm extracts up to the k most probable transla-
tions as the output.

In addition, Algorithm 4 shown in Figure 8 describes the operations for esti-
mating indirect translation using the CL algorithm, which is an approximation
considering the high computational cost that the CL algorithm might cause. The
algorithm divides the estimation process into two stages. In the first stage, it ex-
tracts up to the k most probable intermediate translations. It constructs a bipar-
tite graph containing the source term, the possible intermediate translations
and their source translations. With these intermediate translations, it extracts
the most probable target translations in the second stage. For each intermediate
translation, an additional bipartite graph needs to be constructed. The graph
consists of the intermediate translation, its possible target translations and
their translations in the intermediate language. It calls Algorithm 3 to extract
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Fig. 8. Algorithm for the estimation of indirect translation using the CL algorithm.

Fig. 9. Algorithm for the estimation of transitive translation using the CL algorithm.

a set of the most probable target translation candidates. For each target transla-
tion candidate generated by the intermediate translations, it uses the function
Pindirect in Eq. (4) to estimate the similarity value between the source term and
the target translation candidate. The top k most probable target translations
will be selected as the output. A drawback of the above estimation process is
that the most probable target translations are determined without considering
all the possible intermediate translations of the source term. This is, however,
a tradeoff.

With the above three algorithms, estimation with the transitive translation
model using the CL algorithm is straightforward. Algorithm 5 (see Figure 9)
shows the process.
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Table I. Some Examples of Test Queries

Type Number Examples of test queries

Dic 96

(bank)
(Asia)

(AIDS)
(bookstore)

(camera)

OOV 162

(e-commerce)
(GIS)

(Yahoo)
(NBA)

(Jordan)
(viagra)

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Analysis of Anchor-Text Sets and Query Logs

In the initial experiments, we took traditional Chinese and simplified Chinese
as the source and target language, respectively, and used English as the inter-
mediate language. We had collected 1,980,816 traditional Chinese Web pages
in Taiwan. Among these pages, 109,416 pages whose anchor-text sets contained
both traditional Chinese and English terms were taken as the anchor-text set
corpus. We had also collected 2,179,171 simplified Chinese Web pages in China
and extracted 157,786 pages whose anchor-text sets contained both simplified
Chinese and English terms. In addition, after merging the two Web page col-
lections into a larger one, we extracted only 4,516 pages whose anchor-text sets
contained both traditional and simplified Chinese terms. The three comparable
corpora provided a potential resource of translation pairs for some Web queries.
In order to realize the feasibility of translating query terms via transitive trans-
lation, we aimed to find out the corresponding simplified Chinese translations
of traditional Chinese query terms using English as the intermediate language.

We also collected popular query terms with the logs from two real-world
Chinese search engines in Taiwan, that is, Dreamer and GAIS.2 The Dreamer
log contained 228,566 unique query terms from a period of over 3 months in
1998, and the GAIS log contained 114,182 unique query terms from a period of
two weeks in 1999. There were 9,709 most popular query terms whose frequen-
cies were above 10 in both logs, and 1,230 of them were English terms. After
filtering out the terms used locally in Taiwan, we obtained 513 terms, and
430 of which had Chinese translations that appeared together in the logs. For
retrieving the desired pages, these terms are supposed to be useful in cross-
language search. We randomly selected 258 terms from them and took their
corresponding Chinese translations from the logs, which were determined man-
ually, as the source query set in the following experiments. Table I lists some

2Both search engines are second-tier portals in Taiwan, whose logs contain queries that are pop-
ular in Chinese communities, and whose URL’s are as follows: http://www.dreamer.com.tw/ and
http://gais.cs.ccu.edu.tw/.
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Table II. Top-n Inclusion Rates Obtained with the Direct
Translation Model and the Three Specific Language Pairs

Corpora

Type Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5
TC => SC 35.7% 43.0% 46.9% 49.6% 51.2%
TC => ENG 68.6% 82.2% 85.7% 88.0% 88.8%
ENG => SC 45.3% 55.8% 59.3% 61.6% 64.0%

examples of the test query terms, which were divided into two types, where
type Dic (the terms existing in dictionary) made up about 37% (96/258) of the
test queries, and type OOV (out of vocabulary; the terms not in the dictionary)
made up about 63% (162/258). The dictionary used for the experiments was
complied with the CEDICT3 Chinese–English electronic dictionary, which con-
tains 23,948 word/phrase entries with the translations in traditional Chinese,
simplified Chinese and English.

To evaluate the performance of translation extraction, we used the average
top-n inclusion rate as a metric. For a set of test query terms, its top-n inclusion
rate was defined as the percentage of query terms whose effective translation(s)
could be found in the top-n extracted translations. Normally, the determination
of whether or not extracted translations are effective is based on whether the
translations can be used to perform similar search requests in the target lan-
guage, which needs to be judged manually. There is a major difference between
query-term translation in Web search and common-term translation in machine
translation. Query terms usually indicate certain information requests. Their
translated terms should be effective for the same requests. In the experiments,
three volunteers with library information service backgrounds helped prepare
effective translations.

In our previous work [Lu et. al. 2002a], we performed a number of experi-
ments to determine the performance of the approach based on the direct trans-
lation model. We showed that the link structure and page authority information
can be used to improve translation accuracy. Also, three different term extrac-
tion methods were compared, and it was found that the query-set-based method
could achieve better performance than either the PAT-tree or POS-tagger-based
methods. Nevertheless, since we had not yet collected any query logs in sim-
plified Chinese, in the following experiments, we adopted the PAT-tree-based
keyword extraction method, which is an efficient statistics-based approach that
can automatically extract repeated text patterns from documents indexed with
a PAT-tree data structure [Chien 1997].

5.2 Performance of the Direct Translation Model

In order to determine the feasibility of the transitive translation model, we car-
ried out experiments based on the direct translation models and three different
anchor-text set corpora in the first step. Table II shows the results of the ob-
tained top-5 inclusion rates, where the terms “TC,” “SC” and “ENG” represent
traditional Chinese, simplified Chinese and English terms, respectively. The

3http://www.mandarintools.com/cedict.html.
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Table III. Top-n Inclusion Rates Obtained with Different Models for
Translating Traditional Chinese into Simplified Chinese

Model Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5
Direct 35.7% 43.0% 46.9% 49.6% 51.2%
Indirect (k = 1) 44.2% 55.1% 58.0% 59.7% 60.5%
Indirect (k = 3) 46.5% 57.0% 60.4% 62.0% 62.8%
Transitive (k = 1) 49.2% 58.1% 60.9% 61.6% 62.0%
Transitive (k = 3) 50.0% 60.1% 62.8% 63.9% 64.3%

performance of translating TC into SC was worse than that of using the other
two corpora since the size of the anchor-text set corpus containing both TC and
SC was relatively small in comparison with the others. This is why we combined
direct translation with indirect translation via a third language. However, the
performance of direct translation from TC to SC was used as a reference for
comparison with our proposed models in the following experiments.

5.3 Performance of the Indirect and Transitive Translation Models

To determine the improvement obtained using the transitive translation model,
we conducted further experiments. As shown in Table III, the indirect and
transitive translation models outperformed the direct translation model. As
mentioned above, the size of the anchor-text corpus that contained both TC
and SC was small. The indirect translation model was, therefore, helpful for
finding corresponding translations for some terms with low-frequency values
in the corpora. For example, the traditional Chinese term “ ,” we found
its corresponding translation equivalent “ ” in simplified Chinese via the
intermediate translation “Siemens,” which could not be found using only direct
translation.

The use of multiple intermediate translations was found to improve the
translation accuracy of both the indirect and transitive translation models. The
top-1 inclusion rates ranged from 44.2% when the indirect translation model
was used with only one intermediate translation (k = 1) to 50.0% when the
transitive translation model was used with at most three intermediate trans-
lation candidates (k = 3). Table V shows some examples of the translations
extracted using the transitive translation model.

5.4 Performance of the Models Using the CL Algorithm

The competitive linking algorithm was integrated into the transitive transla-
tion model to deal with the indirect association problem to increase the accuracy
rate. An additional experiment was also conducted to compare the models with-
out use of the CL algorithm.

Table IV shows that the top-1 inclusion rate achieved using the CL algorithm
was slightly better at 52.7%. Detailed analysis of the procedure for process-
ing test queries shows that the CL algorithm is actually helpful in removing
some indirect association errors based on correct translation pairs with reliably
high co-occurrence frequency. For example, as shown in Table V, the simplified
Chinese “ ” could reach the first rank from the third rank of the translation
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Table IV. Top-n Inclusion Rates Obtained with the Transitive Translation
Model and the Approach Integrating the CL Algorithm

Model Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5
Direct + CL 38.0% 43.8% 47.3% 49.6% 51.2%
Indirect + CL (k = 1) 48.0% 57.0% 59.4% 60.1% 60.9%
Indirect + CL (k = 3) 48.7% 58.1% 60.8% 62.0% 63.1%
Transitive + CL (k = 1) 52.7% 60.1% 62.5% 63.1% 63.9%
Transitive + CL (k = 3) 52.7% 61.6% 63.9% 64.3% 65.1%

Table V. Two Examples of Extracted Target Translations by the Three Different Models. (The
asterisk indicates correct translations)

Source terms Top-5 extracted target translations (Simplified Chinese)

(Traditional Chinese) Direct Transitive Transitive with CL

(Bluebird) Not available (focus) (Bluebird)*
(movie) (focus)
(Bluebird)* (movie)
(test point) (test point)
(express) (express)

(Disney) (amusement park) (amusement park) (Disney)*
(Disney)* (Disney)* (amusement park)
(Lion King) (Lion King) (Disney)*
(Disney)* (Disney)* (world)

(world) (world) (anime)

candidates after the CL algorithm was used since the correct high-frequency
pairs (focus, ) and (movie, ) could be chosen first, then the error pairs
of indirect association (Bluebird, ) and (Bluebird, ) could be removed,
and finally the correct translation pair (Bluebird, ) could be found as the
best pair. As a result, for the traditional Chinese term “ ,” its corresponding
translation “ ” in simplified Chinese could be obtained using the intermedi-
ate translation “Bluebird.”

5.5 Discussion

To realize the abilities of transitive translation model, we further took tradi-
tional Chinese and Japanese as the source and target language, respectively,
and used English as the intermediate language. We had also collected 801,091
Japanese Web pages and extracted 183,582 pages whose anchor-text sets con-
tained both Japanese and English terms were taken as the Japanese–English
anchor-text set corpus. In addition, after merging both collections of 801,091
Japanese pages and 1,980,816 traditional Chinese pages (see Subsection 6.1),
we extracted only 1,371 pages whose anchor-text sets contained both traditional
Chinese and Japanese terms as the Chinese–Japanese anchor-text set corpus.
We continued to use the same 258 traditional Chinese query terms as the test
set and the 109,416 Chinese–English anchor-text set corpus to make the follow-
ing experiments as shown in Table VI. Considering the shortage of a sufficiently
large Chinese–Japanese anchor-text corpus on the Web, the performance using
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Table VI. Top-n Inclusion Rates Obtained with Different Models
for Translating Traditional Chinese Queries into Japanese

Model Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5
Direct 10.5% 12.8% 14.3% 15.1% 15.1%
Indirect 40.2% 49.4% 56.6% 58.6% 59.6%
Transitive 42.9% 51.4% 58.6% 61.3% 61.9%

Table VII. Selected Source Query Terms in Traditional Chinese and Their Translations in
English, Simplified Chinese and Japanese Respectively, Which were Extracted by Our

Transitive Translation Model

Source terms Extracted target translations
(Traditional Chinese) English Simplified Chinese Japanese

Sony
Nike
Stanford
Sydney
internet
network
homepage
computer
database
information

both the indirect and transitive models actually surpassed our expectations.
Some of multilingual translations of the test queries, including Japanese, ex-
tracted by using our transitive translation model are shown in Table VII.

It is important to understand what kinds of queries are suitable when the
proposed approach is used to find translations. In fact, the correct translations of
a source term are hard to be found when their frequencies are low in the anchor-
text sets. This implies that the correct translations of popular terms might
more easily appear in the anchor-text sets and be extracted. However, many
proper names, such as company names and personal names, have bilingual
translations on the Web. If there are no other noisy translations with higher
frequencies in the anchor-text sets containing the terms, then their correct
translations can be also extracted even though these are not popular terms
employed by typical users. In our additional test of the top 19,124 terms, which
occupied 80% of the query requests in the Dreamer log, it was found about one-
third of the test queries could obtain effective target translations in the top-10
candidates.

On the other hand, it will also be important to determine the performance
of the proposed approach when the corpus size changes. A large anchor-text
corpus can improve the coverage rates of translation candidates, but it might
result in more noises as well. This problem will be further investigated in our
future research.
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Table VIII. Examples of Title Queries in NTCIR-2

English title query Chinese title query
Q06
Q12
Q23
Q28
Q29
Q30
Q34
Q38
Q43
Q45
Q46
Q47

Kosovar refugees
Michael Jordan’s retirement
Disneyland
Cutting down the timber of Chinese cypress in Chilan
Black-faced Spoonbill in Taiwan
El Nino and infectious diseases
Side effects of Viagra
Chunghwa NO. 1 Satellite (ROCSAT-1)
CIH computer virus
Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan
Ma Yo-yo cello recital
Jin Yong kung-fu novels

C I H

6. CLIR APPLICATION

In this section, we will investigate the performance achieved when the proposed
transitive translation approach is applied to CLIR. We conducted experiments
with the NTCIR-2 English–Chinese task of retrieving Chinese documents using
English queries. The test collection contained 132,173 traditional Chinese news
documents (200MB) and 50 English query topics [Chen and Chen 2001]. There
were four types of tests designed based on different combinations of descriptive
sections of query topics, including “Long Query” (all the sections in a topic were
used), “Short Query” (titles, queries and concepts), “Very Short Query” (titles
and concepts) and “Title Query” (title sections only). Our experiments focused
on testing the title queries because the average length of the title queries was 3.8
English words (after removing stop words), which is close to the length of real
Web queries. Previous analysis revealed that the average length of Web queries
was about 2.3 words [Silverstein 1998]. Table VIII lists several examples of test
title queries.

In previous research [Kwok 2001], the obtained retrieval results for “title”
only queries were not good enough, reaching only about 55% of the monolingual
MAP (mean average precision) value. According to Kwok, the results demon-
strated that users will be disappointed if they use short queries for CLIR. We
were interested in finding out whether the proposed approach could help with
the retrieval of such short queries, including the extraction of translations of
unknown queries, and improve retrieval performance.

6.1 Translation Extraction

There were a total of 178 unique query terms in the 50 test English title queries,
and 22 of them were not included in the LDC4 English-to-Chinese lexicon with
about 120K entries. The 178 English query terms were tested by using the pro-
posed approach to extract their traditional Chinese translations. The approach
was based on Algorithm 5 (k = 1). We used simplified Chinese as the interme-
diate language, and the three anchor text corpora mentioned in Section 5.1 as

4The LDC English-to-Chinese lexicon (http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/Chinese) was adopted
since it was also employed in related works [Kwok 2001].
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Table IX. Top-n Inclusion Rates Obtained with the Proposed Approach for Extracting
the Traditional Chinese Translations of the 178 Unique English Title Query Terms

Type Number Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5
Terms existing in LDC 156 56.4% 62.8% 66.7% 67.9% 68.6%
Terms not included in LDC 22 63.6% 68.1% 72.7% 77.3% 77.3%
Total 178 57.3% 63.5% 67.4% 69.1% 69.7%

the test corpora. Table IX shows the achieved translation accuracy. The pro-
posed approach was found to be effective in extracting translations of the test
queries, especially the unknown query terms. The obtained inclusion rates for
the unknown query terms were even higher than those for the existing query
terms. However, the results also revealed that the proposed approach might
not be reliable enough when used to extract translations of common terms.

6.2 Retrieval Performance

Both the probabilistic retrieval model [Lavrenko et al. 2002; Xu et al. 2001]
and CL-LSI model [Dumais et al. 1996, 1997; Furnas et al. 1988] are major
approaches to CLIR. We tried to investigate whether the proposed transitive
translation approach could be effectively integrated with these models and ap-
plied to CLIR.

6.2.1 The Probabilistic Retrieval Model. We first combined the proposed
approach with the probabilistic retrieval model. Referring to Xu et al.’s work
[Xu et al. 2001; Hiemstra and de Jong 1999], the following model was adopted
in our experiment:

P (Q |D) =
∏
e∈Q

P (e|D) =
∏
e∈Q

[
λP (e) + (1 − λ)

∑
c

P (e|c)p(c|D)
]
, (6)

where Q is a query, D is a document, e is a composed English query term of Q , c
is a target translation of e in traditional Chinese and λ represents a smoothing
parameter. In addition, P (e) is the background probability of e, which can be
estimated based on e’s occurrence in the anchor-text set corpus. P (c|D) is the
probability of c appearing in document D. P (e|c) is the translation probability of
e given c, which was estimated using three different estimation methods listed
below:

—The transitive translation model: we used Equation (5) to estimate the trans-
lation probability, that is, P (e|c) = Ptrans(e, c).

—The dictionary-based method: we used the LDC lexicon to look up the transla-
tions of e. For each translation candidate c, its translation probability P (e|c)
is defined as P (e|c) = Pdic(e|c) = 1/ne, where ne is the number of possible
translations of c. P (e|c) will become zero if ne is 0.

—The combined method: this approach was designed based on a linear combi-
nation of the above methods, that is, P (e|c) = [Ptrans(e, c) + Pdic(e|c)]/2.

We used mean average precision (MAP) values to evaluate the retrieval per-
formance. Table X shows the obtained results. The transitive translation ap-
proach performed slightly better than the dictionary-based approach, but the
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Table X. The MAP Values Obtained by Applying Three
Different Translation Probability Estimation Methods to the

NTCIR-2 English–Chinese Retrieval Task

Method Mean average precision
Transitive translation model 0.155
Dictionary-lookup method 0.143
Combined method 0.235

combined approach achieved the best performance. However, the achieved MAP
values still can be improved. In Kwok’s work, the best MAP value obtained was
0.316 [Kwok 2001]. In fact, our experiment was conducted to check the possibil-
ity of combining the probabilistic retrieval model with the proposed approach
for CLIR applications. To realize the performance of the proposed approach
clearly, we did not employ advanced techniques as reported in Kwok’s work to
deal with the difficult retrieval task. Although the overall retrieval performance
was not obviously improved, the proposed approach was found to benefit some
queries through the correct translations of unknown query terms; for example,
the MAP value of the query “Ma Yo-yo cello recital” (Q46) increased from 0.205
to 0.446 due to the correct translation “ .”

6.2.2 The CL-LSI-based Model. As described in Section 2.1, the CL-LSI
model can automatically construct a multilingual semantic space using latent
semantic indexing (LSI) from a collection of multilingual documents. The fol-
lowing formula was adopted to rank documents related to queries [Furnas et al.
1988; Yang et al. 1997]:

M =
[

A
B

]
= U�V t ≈ Uk�kV t

k (7)

Sim(Q , D) = cos(U t
k Q , U t

k D) (8)

M is an input bilingual term-document matrix constituted by A and B, where A
is a term-document matrix for the training documents in the source language,
and B is a term-document matrix for the training documents in the target lan-
guage. In addition, �K , UK and VK are the matrices computed using singular
value decomposition of M .

We used the program las2 in SVDPACKD [Berry et al. 1993] to perform
singular value decomposition [Mori et al. 2001] and obtained a 400 dimension
CL-LSI space. Actually, it was not straightforward how the CL-LSI model could
be integrated into the proposed transitive translation approach. There were
two ways to proceed: (1) using only anchor-text sets as the training corpus to
construct the CL-LSI model, and (2) augmenting the translation lexicon using
the proposed transitive translation approach. To evaluate them, three CL-LSI-
based methods were, therefore, developed:

—The first method used the anchor-text sets as the corpus: Conventional CL-
LSI models are normally trained via parallel texts, but the anchor-text set
corpus was a comparable corpus. It was necessary to determine whether it
was appropriate for constructing CL-LSI models.
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Table XI. The MAP Values Obtained using Three Different CL-LSI-Based Methods for the
NTCIR-2 English–Chinese Retrieval Task

Method Mean average precision
CL-LSI using the anchor-text-set corpus 0.090
CL-LSI using the pseudo-parallel corpus 0.192
CL-LSI using the pseudo-parallel corpus plus the augmented lexicon 0.219

—The second method used pseudo-parallel texts as the corpus: To compare
this method with the previous method, we randomly selected 33,043 (about
25%) documents from the NTCIR-2 Chinese collection and created a pseudo-
parallel corpus by translating these documents into English.

—The third method used the pseudo-parallel corpus plus an augmented lexicon:
In addition to using the pseudo-parallel corpus, this method also employed
an augmented lexicon, which consisted of the top-5 translations of unknown
query terms obtained using the proposed transitive translation approach.

The first two methods employed the LDC lexicon as the word list to segment
the Chinese documents into words and generate the term-document matrix in
the target language. The third method employed both the LDC lexicon and the
augmented lexicon as the word list. Table XI shows the obtained retrieval per-
formance. The obtained MAP values were not good enough. It is obvious that
the anchor-text set corpus was not suitable for training CL-LSI models due to
its nonparallel text property. But the proposed transitive translation approach
might be useful for performing text segmentation and augmenting the transla-
tion lexicon, which is useful for Oriental languages. However, the above exper-
iments revealed that the proposed approach is more effective in combination
with the probabilistic retrieval model to improve the retrieval performance.

7. AN APPLICATION: TRANSLATION SUGGESTION FOR
CROSS-LANGUAGE WEB SEARCH

As mentioned above, the need among real users for cross-language Web search
is increasing. We have developed a cross-language Web search (CLWS) sys-
tem called LiveTrans5 based on the proposed approach. The LiveTrans system
is a prototype of a meta-search engine that provides English–Chinese query
translations for the retrieval of both Web pages and images in the greater
China area. For example, as shown in Figure 10, for the user query “national
palace museum,” three effective Chinese translations which were not included
in general-purpose bilingual lexicons could be automatically extracted, that is,
“ ” (National Palace Museum) “ ” (an abbreviation of National
Palace Museum) and “ ” (Palace Museum).

Since real Web queries are often short, it was not easy to adopt conventional
cross-language retrieval models for use in the system. The system, therefore,
combines the proposed approach with dictionary lookup and produces transla-
tion suggestions in response to input queries. For each translation t of source
query s, the system assigns a weight, W (t), and only a certain number of the

5http://livetrans.iis.sinica.edu.tw/lt.html.
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Fig. 10. An example showing the search results retrieved by the LiveTrans system, where the
given query was “national palace museum” and its translations extracted were “ ”
(National Palace Museum), “ ” (an abbreviation of National Palace Museum), “ ” (Palace
Museum), etc.

translations with higher weights are sent to the backend search engines for
search. The weighting value is obtained by using the weighted sum of the
inverse values of the ranks obtained using anchor text mining and dictionary
lookup, respectively. The function W (t) is defined below:

W (t) = (1 − α)(ARt)−1 + α(DRt)−1, (9)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
ARt is basically the rank of t in the set of all possible translations of s that

are extracted through the mining of the anchor-text sets containing s. The rank
is obtained by sorting the similarity values of the translations with s. The
estimation of the values is obtained using Algorithm 5 (k = 1) as described in
Section 4.4. ARt is the default value if t cannot be found using the proposed
approach.

On the other hand, DRt is the rank of t in the set of all possible translations of
s that are extracted through dictionary lookup. The rank is obtained by sorting
the weights of these translations with s. DRt will be the default value if t cannot
be found using dictionary lookup. Since the used translation dictionary has no
predefined rank for each of the translations, the method used to determine the
ranks of the translations is based on their approximate frequencies on the Web.

A preliminary experiment, as shown in Table XII, was also conducted to
compare the performance of anchor-text mining, dictionary lookup and the
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Table XII. Top-n Inclusion Rates Obtained with Different Approaches

Method Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5
Dictionary lookup 12.4% 20.2% 23.3% 28.7% 30.2%
Anchor-text mining 49.2% 58.1% 60.9% 61.6% 62.0%
Anchor-text mining plus CL 52.7% 60.1% 62.5% 63.1% 63.9%
Combined approach 55.8% 60.8% 64.0% 65.9% 67.8%
Combined plus CL approach 59.7% 63.2% 66.0% 68.2% 70.1%

combined approach in translating traditional Chinese into simplified Chinese,
respectively. The dictionary mentioned in Section 5.1 was used. By examining
the top-1 translations for the 258 test queries introduced in Section 5.1, it was
found that the inclusion rates ranged from 12.4% for dictionary lookup to 59.7%
for the combined approach plus the use of the CL algorithm. The achieved per-
formance shows that anchor-text mining approach is really more suitable for
practical Web search than dictionary lookup. Of course, combining these tech-
niques could be the best choice.

8. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed a transitive translation approach to extract-
ing multilingual translations of Web queries through the mining of Web anchor
texts and link structures. The translation equivalents of a query term can be
extracted via its translations in an intermediate language. To reduce interfer-
ence due to translation errors, the approach further integrates a competitive
linking algorithm into the process of determining the most probable transla-
tion. This approach is particularly useful when the considered language pair
lacks a sufficient number of anchor texts.

Preliminary experimental results show the feasibility of the proposed ap-
proach for term translation extraction. To determine the performance of the
proposed approach when applied to CLIR, some experiments were conducted
on the NCTIR-2 English–Chinese IR task using both CL-LSI and the probabilis-
tic retrieval model. The proposed translation extraction approach was found to
be effective in extracting translations of unknown queries, and it was easy to
combine with the probabilistic retrieval model to improve the retrieval per-
formance. In addition, we found that it could augment the translation lexicon
and aid construction of a CL-LSI model for Oriental languages. Furthermore,
with our novel combination of the anchor-text mining technique and bilingual
dictionary lookup, the prototype CLWS system has been shown to be able to
generate effective translation suggestions for popular queries. However, there
are still some problems that need to be further investigated; for example, the
performance of the proposed approach when the corpus size changes needs to be
studied. In addition, there are large amounts of multilingual information em-
bedded in other Web resources, such as bilingual and multilingual Web pages,
search results from search engines, etc. Finding ways to exploit these resources
is one of our future research directions.
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